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GLOSSARY 

Affected Person 
(AP) 

– Any person, affected household (AH), firm or private institution 
who, on account of changes that result from the project will have 
their (i) standard of living adversely affected; (ii) right, title, or 
interest in any house, land (including residential, commercial, 
agricultural, forest, and/or grazing land), water resources, or any 
other moveable or fixed assets acquired, possessed, restricted, or 
otherwise adversely affected, in full or in part, permanently or 
temporarily; and/or (iii) business, occupation, place of work or 
residence, or habitat adversely affected, with physical or economic 
displacement 

Assistance  – means support, rehabilitation and restoration measures extended in 
cash and/or kind over and above the compensation for lost assets  

Compensation  
 
 
Cut-off Date  

– 
 

means payment in cash or kind for an asset to be acquired or 
affected by a project at replacement cost at current market value  
Cut-off date means the date after which persons who neither have 
formal legal rights nor recognized or recognizable claim to the 
affected land will no longer be eligible for resettlement assistance. 
For this project, the date of end of SES and Census survey is 
considered as the cut-off date (17 January 2016)  

Displaced Person 
(DP)  

– As per ADB Safeguard Policy Statement (SPS) 2009, displaced 
persons are those who are physically displaced (relocation, loss of 
residential land,) and or economically displaced (loss of land, 
assets, access to assets, income sources, or means of livelihoods) 
as a result of (i) involuntary acquisition of land, or (ii) involuntary 
restrictions on land use or on access to legally designated parks 
and protected areas  

Household  – A household includes all persons living and eating together 
(sharing the same kitchen and cooking food together as a single-
family unit)  

Inventory of losses  – means the pre-appraisal inventory of assets as a preliminary record 
of affected or lost assets  

Relocation  – means displacement or physical moving of the DPs from the 
affected area to a new area/site and rebuilding homes, 
infrastructure, provision of assets, including productive 
land/employment and re-establishing income, livelihoods, living and 
social systems  

Replacement cost  – means the value of assets to replace the loss at current market 
price, or its nearest equivalent, and is the amount of cash or kind 
needed to replace an asset in its existing condition, without 
deduction of transaction costs or for any material salvaged  

Resettlement  – means mitigation of all the impacts associated with land acquisition 
including restriction of access to, or use of land, acquisition of 
assets, or impacts on income generation as a result of land 
acquisition  

   

Vulnerable 
Households  

– means households that are (i) headed by single woman or woman 
with dependents and low incomes; (ii) headed by elderly/ disabled 
people without means of support; (iii) households that fall on or 
below the poverty line;1 (iv) households of indigenous population or 
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ethnic minority; (v) households of low social group or caste; and (vi) 
person without title to land  



1. Introduction. 
 

A. Goal and objectives  
 
1. This compliance report has been prepared following the requirements of ADB Safeguard 
Policy Statement (SPS 2009), principles and requirements as well as the legislation of the 
Republic of Tajikistan and is based on Land Acquisition and Resettlement Plan (LARP), dated 
June 2017, of the Project Implementation Group of Building Climate Resilience in the Pyanj 
River Basin Project of the Khochagii Manziliyu Kommunali (SUE KMK) of the Republic of 
Tajikistan (RT). In accordance with the requirements of ADB policy, the LARP has been 
developed by the Implementing Agency (IA), which stipulates rendering full money 
compensation to affected dehkan farm for corps damage and allocated land plot. The allocated 
land plots of AP are used for residential purposes nevertheless no houses and structures to be 
affected during sub-project implementation.  
 
2. The main purpose of the report is to document and ensure compliance of the delivered 
compensation measures with the principles and requirements of the approved LARP. This 
compliance report as an important component of overall LARP implementation process is 
based on field monitoring visit, which took place on October 2017 in Pyanj district of Khatlon 
region. The objectives of the compliance assessment include:  

 

• Verification of compliance of  land acquisition and resettlement activities to 
LARP;  

• Compliance of compensation/redress measures with LARP provisions;  

• Documentation of compensation disbursement and land allocation procedures;  

• Checking of Grievance Redress Mechanism (GRM) and the established 
procedures; 

• Discussion and identification of affected persons’ (APs’) satisfaction level with 
compensations and allowances package and overall LARP implementation. 
 

 
B. Methodology  

 
3. Different data collection and analysis methods were applied in preparation of this compliance 
report. Specifically, desk review and verification of documents (such as LARP and its 
corresponding appendixes); open ended interviews with key informants on district and local 
level including with relevant government representatives, project staff and the APs; participant 
observation on the field and photo documentation of compensation delivery and the allocated 
land plots, etc.  

 
 4. As planned, the survey dates overlapped with delivery of money compensation and decision 
making on land allocation to APs as such allowing immediate verification of APs’ level of 
satisfaction with package of compensations as well as with the LARP implementation process. 
The APs were specifically consulted on the entitled compensation amount, including their 
property valuation and entitled allowance packages, overall project implementation plans and 
GRM procedures.  

 
5..The analysis was followed by reference to all relevant documents from the LARP specifically 
official letters/orders from the state authorities, APs’ property valuation report, compensation 
and allowances calculation, affected area maps, socio-economic survey data, etc. 
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C. Sub-project implementation brief, summary of impact and implementing 
partners 
 

6. The existing water supply system of Namuna jamoat, as a result of long-term use, has 
become worthless and requires rehabilitation. 
The population of Kommunizm village of the aforementioned jamoat has no access to drinking 
water at all, due to the lack of a water supply system. This leads to a significant risk to the 
health of the population. According to the project objective on adaptation to climate change 
through the construction of a new water supply system in Kommunizm village. The project of 
the Komunizm water supply system provides water supply for two more villages of Namuna 
jamoat through the allocation of additional funds.  
 
7. The Project envisaged the drilling of 2  boreholes, construction of  pumping station of the 2nd 
lifting, a water disinfection station (chlorinator), a transformer box and electric transmission 
networks, pump installation and other equipment, rehabilitation and construction of water main 
and distribution networks, 4 reservoirs of drinking water and water towers, a gatehouse 
building, landscaping and fencing of water intake facilities. Upon completion of the works, 1315 
households and other basic infrastructures (medical and educational institutions, schools, 
shops, etc.) of the Namuna Jamoat will benefit and have access to drinking water. In addition, 
the Project gives an opportunity to provide drinking water to 2 more villages of this jamoat 
 
8. According to approved LARP, only one dehkan farm (DF) will be affected by the sub-project 
implementation. Following detailed design estimate documentation and assessment, the total 
impact on the land plots makes 1.2 ha belonging to the one AP. Summary details of the 
affected land plots are given in the tables below. 

 
Table 1: Summary of impacts on AP land plots  
 

№ Name of Affected 
Person  

Type of 
land use  

The Total 
area of the 
land plot the 
AP owns  
 

Affected 
area  

Percentage of 
loss  

1.  Dehkan Farm 
«Mustafo» 
Mustafoqulov 
Imomudin. 

Irrigated 
land  

7,11 
hectares 

1,2 ha  16,9%  

Total:    1.2 ha  

 
 

9.The LARP was implemented in coordination with state representatives specifically Chairmen 
of the Pyanj district, district land management specialist, Namuna jamoat land management 

specialist, Namuna jamoat secretary, project staff, and the APs.  
 
 

1. Monitoring of compensation payments to AP based on approved 
compensation package  

 
10. The compensation for the land and crop loses of the AP has been delivered at full 
replacement cost in accordance with compensation Entitlement Matrix of LARP and property 
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valuation According to the Act of the Commission for Property Valuation appointed by the 
Chairman of the Pyanj District. The quantitative numbers of compensation compliance are 
presented in table below.  

 
 
Table 2: Resettlement budget  

№ Particular items  Affected 
Person 

Quantity Estimated 
budget 
(TJS) 

 

Estimated 
budget (USD) 

 

1. Compensation      

 Compensation for crops 
damaged 

Dehkan 
Farm 
“Mustafo” 

1.2ha 13 200,00 1 499.66 

 Total:   13 200,00 1 499.66 

 
11. The SUE KMK’s Project Implementation Group of Building Climate Resilience in the Pyanj 
River Basin Project as a key implementing organization was in charge of compensation delivery 
to APs.  The total compensation for dehkhan farm with the project LARP was estimated at TJS 
13. 200. 

 
 

2. LARP Implementation Process.  
 
12. For the purpose of compensation payment, according to compensation Entitlement matrix, 
on May 25, 2017, the total amount of TJS 13 200,00 was paid to AP. The handed amount 
makes up 100 % of the compensation budget approved in the LARP. The details on the 
breakdown of resettlement budget for AP provided in the table 3 below. Details of the AP 
payment together with the supporting documents are annexed to the report.  
 
Table 3: Mustafokulov. E (source: LARP, Property Valuation Act of 25.05.2017)  

№ Particular items  Quantity Planned 
budget (TJS) 

 

Actual 
payments 

delivered to 
AP (TJS) 

 Compensation for crops 
damaged 

3,3 tons of cotton 13 200 13 200 

 Total:  13 200 13 200 

 

13. Prior to receiving compensation, AP has been consulted regarding the compensation 
amount, the entitled allowances and valuation of the affected property. The consultation 
suggests that AP was fully satisfied with the amount of cash compensation same as with the 
replacement land plots and have provided hand written confirmation/acknowledgment on the 
received compensation. Payment voucher #4 and the hand written confirmation on receiving 
the compensation are provided in the annexes section of the report.   
 
14. As it has been indicated in the approved LARP the AP expressed willingness to get 
alternative land plots as a compensation for the loss of their land. While the affected loss is 
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compensated at the same area that adjacent to his land plot, the district authorities have 
decided to allocate land plots to AP with right on use. 
 
15. The total loss of land for AP is 1,2 ha while the alterative land plot 1,2 ha in size, has alike 
quality/value as well as access to nearby infrastructure and facilities. 

 
 

 
Table 4: Summary of impacts on AP land plots.  
 

Name of Affected 
Person  

Type of 
land use  

The Total 
area of the 
land plot 
the AP 
owns (Ha) 

Affected 
area  
(Ha) 

Percentage 
of loss  
% 

Area of 
allocated 
land 
(Ha)  

Mustafokulov 
Emomiddin. 

Farmland  7,11 1,2 16,9 1,2 

Total:    1,2  1,2 

 
16. During the visit the monitoring mission jointly with AP, district land management specialist 
and the jamoat land management specialist, Project staff PIG/PIO have visited both of the 
allocated land plots. The land surveyors together with APs and in the presence of neighbours 
have verified boundaries of both land plots and have measured their size.  
 
17. The AP-Mustafokulov. Emomiddin has received land plot of 1,2ha of the same quality and 
value located at the border of his affected land area so keeping exactly similar conditions and 
access to infrastructure and facilities. The district land surveyor, the jamoat land management 
specialist with AP and in the presence of neighbours measured the land plot and made 
verification of the borders on the spot. It has been noted that the newly allocated plot which is of 
1,2ha, makes the plot suitable for crop production. 
 

 
Figure 1: Affected and allocated land plots for APs in Pyanj district of Khatlon 
region.Source (Google Maps) 
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18. Following verification of allocated land plots on the spot the district land management 
department prepared proposal to Chairman of Pyanj district on allocation of land plots with the 
size of 1,2 ha to AP. In accordance with given proposal the Chairman of Pyanj district enacted 
a decree on allocation of land plots to Mustafokulov. Emomiddin. Gulmurotovich (1,2ha) for 
farming purposes with a right of lifelong inheritance use. The scanned versions of the 
documents documenting the field verification process, with participation of affected persons are 
provided in the Annexes 1-5 section of this report.  

 
19. According to Pyanj district land management department the certificates of land user rights 
which is the final document for confirmation of land titles is issued. The costs associated with 
preparation of needed documents, official registration, and certificates price and levied taxes 
which make up approximately TJS 800.00 for AP was covered by the contingency cost of the 
Namuna jamoat budget. Thus, no cost associated with allocating land plots are expected to be 
shouldered by the APs. 

 
 

3. Public consultation and information disclosure  

20. As an iterative process, public consultations were carried out at various phases of the 
project life, starting from early stages of LARP planning and implementation. In Kommunizm 
villiag Namuna jamoat of Pyanj district, the public consultations and information disclosure were 
carried out in May 2015 and May-July 2016. The district level authorities (Deputy Chairmen of 
the district) as well as local representation (Head of the Namuna jamoat) were highly active 
during the meetings and supportive in organizing the gatherings with project beneficiaries and 
the AP. In the focus group discussion (FGD) around 19 men and 16 women including 
representatives of AP were participating where the main issues regarding sub-project 
implementation like potential impacts, compensation entitlements, employment opportunities 
and the villagers opinions and concerns were discussed. 

 
21. Further consultations with AP were organized during the assets valuation process on May, 
2017. During this consultation, the AP together with independent valuator had possibility of 
discussing the amount of compensation. Therefore the DP was satisfied with the amount that 
they were entitled for his corps damaged.  
 
22. During the given monitoring mission, the public consultations carried out with the AP in the 
presence of local authorities and the project staff. Along with preparation issues the AP was 
again consulted on the compensation amount, including valuation, amount of compensation 
and land use right. Moreover, the AP was informed about technical issues of project 
implementation including possibility of his employment in the construction works. Finally, it was 
recalled that GRM has been established at the district and jamoat level where the AP as well as 
other residents of the Kommunizm locality can refer for addressing their potential concerns.  
 

 
4.  Grievance redress mechanism. 

 
23. To appropriately address potential disagreements and concerns of AP and the concerned 
local population in accordance with LARP and in line with ADB Policy Requirements and Law of 
the RT “On citizen’s appeal”, a transparent GRM was established. During the monitoring 
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mission the AP was reiterated about the established GRM and the procedures of submitting 
written or verbal complaints and grievances.  
 
24. To verify the established GRM on local level, a separate meeting with the secretary of 
Namuna jamoat was organized. During the meeting, the grievance logbook containing such 
information like: date of registration; the source of the request or concern; name and contact 
details of the applicant; short description of request or concern; addressee; processing of 
complaint and the respond; archive number; registration of the reiterating request or concern. In 
addition, actual samples of the registered concern beyond the current project were 
demonstrated where the actual case with all its corresponding documentation (i.e. registration 
list; the claimant application; and the sample of the official respond) has been addressed.  

 
25. According to secretary of Namuna jamoat, so far no complains have been received related 
to planning or implementation of the given project beyond occasional verbal discussions 
regarding the starting date of construction works. During the meeting, importance of proper 
consideration of all potential disagreements and concerns in close cooperation with APs and 
concerned local residents was highlighted. Finally, samples of GRM registration forms and 

application documents in Tajik and Russian languages were shared with the secretary of 
jamoat for their information and references. 
 

 

5. Level of AP Satisfaction 
 
26. Following the actual delivery of compensation and land allocation procedure the APs were 
continually inquired about their opinion on the amount of compensations package, public 
consultations and information disclosure as well as process and mechanism of paying the 
compensations.  
 
27. The consultation revealed that AP’ is fully satisfied with the amount of compensations 
package for his corps damaged as well as with the allocated land plots. He was particularly 
contented with transparent and direct payment of compensation and possibility for immediate 
receiving of the whole compensation sum. The latter was particularly appreciated by the AP 
considering the cash liquidity problems in many banks of Tajikistan.  

 
28. The AP was satisfied with allocated land plots.. The reason for positive attitude is that the 
AP received land that is at the border of his land plot.  
 

 
6. Conclusion 

 
29. The given LARP has been implemented in accordance with the relevant ADB Policy and 
legislation of Tajikistan. All types of physical losses such as affected lands have been 
compensated and special relocation measures were undertaken for resettlement of DP. By 
October 20, 2017 the full amount of compensation was delivered to AP(100%) as stipulated in 
the LARP as such closing the money compensation issue.  

 
30. On May 25, 2017 the decree of the Chairmen of Pyanj district on allocation of land plots to 
Mustafokulov. Emomiddin Gulmurodovich (1,2 ha) for dehkhan farm purposes with a right of 
lifelong inheritable use was issued while final land title certifying document yet to be prepared. 
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According to Pyanj district land management department the certificates of land user rights 
which is the final document for confirmation of land titles is issued. The costs, associated with 
preparation of needed documents, official registration, certificates price and levied taxes which 
makes up approximately TJS 800.00 for AP will be covered by the contingency cost of the 
Namina jamoat budget. Thus, AP will not shoulder any cost related to allocation of replacement 
land. 
 
31. The GRM has been established in accordance with Law of the RT “On citizen’s appeal” well 
in advance, is functioning and accessible at jamoat level for registration and addressing of 
potential disagreements and complains of APs and other concerned population. The samples of 
GRM registration forms and application documents in Tajik and Russian languages were 
shared with the secretary of jamoat for their information and references. The sample of the 
demonstrated GR logbook and its corresponding documents (annexed) showed that the 
process of dealing with grievances has been in place for other different cases in the area. 
However, since the beginning of the project, no grievance related to given project planning and 
implementation has been received, and hence registered in the logbook.  
 
32. The AP expressed his satisfaction with the overall package of received compensation as 
well as with other activities associated with preparation and implementation of the LARP. 
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Annex 1. List of people met. 

№ Name Positions 

1 Sayfidinzoda. M.K. Chairman of Pyanj district 

2 Gulov. S. Chairman of Namuna Jamoat, Pyanj district 

3 Dorgaev. Chief specialist of Namuna Jamoat, Pyanj district 

4 Aslamov. Director of WS SEE Pyanj district . 

5 Ubaydulloev. Deputy Director of WS SEE Pyanj district 

6 Sharipov Zohir. Chief Engineer of WS SEE Pyanj district 

7 Nosirov. Rahibek. NGO, Consultant 

8 Kudratov.R. NGO, Consultant 

9 Rakhmatova Specialist on Gender issues 

10 Eskandarov.  
 Head of the  Water and Sewerage Department 
SUE”KMK” 

11 Sultonov.R  SUE”KMK” PIG Civil engineer 

12 Akhtarzaman.  Consultant, Specialist on Gender issues 

13 Dr Matiar Rakhman Khan Consultant, Specialist on Procurement 
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Annex 2. Project land plot in the area of 2.1 ha 
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Annex 3. Proposal of Pyanj district land management department on allocation of land 
plots to AP. 
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Republic of Tajikistan, Khatlon region  

Land management committee of Pyanj district  

Dated 24-05-2017        No. 1105-459 

 

To: Chairman of Pyanj district  

Saifuddinzoda M  

PROPOSAL  

Land Management Committee of Pyanj district has considered the application of the 
Head of dekhkan farm “Mustafo” Mr. Mustafokulov Imomiddin dated May 17, 2017 
under №M-1564 regarding “joining the land to the lands of dekhkan farm "Mustafo" 
from the lands of the special fund of the district instead of land received from the 
dekhkan farm based on the resolution of the Government of the Republic of Tajikistan 
under №173 from April 1, 2017 in the area 1.20 ha, it is: arable land of 1.20 ha located 
under №110 within Saroikamar village of Namuna jamoat. 

On the basis of submitted documents, the application of Mr. Mustafakulov Imomidin the 
Head of dekhkan farm "Mustafo" dated May 17, 2017 №M 1,564, minute of the meeting 
of dekhkanfarm “Mustafo” shareholders’ dated May 15, 2017, No. 1, proposal of 
Namuna jamoat dated May 22, 2017 regarding “agreement” has considered the act of 
district commission dated May 25, 2017 and has requested the Executive Body of the 
district to join the allocated 1. 20 ha of the land to the lands of dekhkan farm “Mustafo” 
it is: arable land 1.20ha from the lands of special reserve of the district located under 
the area No. 110 in Saroikamar village of Namuna jamoat, to permit according to 
accepted requirements of the Articles 7, 26 and 66 of Land Code of the Republic of 
Tajikistan. 

 

 

Head of Land Management Committee:     Sharipov S. 
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Annex 4. Proposal of Chairman of Pyanj district. 
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Pyanj district Namuna jamoat 
_____________________________________________________________________
_______ 
Dated 19-05-2017      No. 729   Namuna jamoat 
 

 
 
 

To: Chairman of Pyanj district  
Saifuddinzoda M  

 
PROPOSAL 

 
NamunaJamoat, the plot of land which was allocated for implementation of the project 
“Construction, rehabilitation and renovation of water supply systems (water reservoirs, 
chlorination rooms, well observations for drilling of boreholes)” from the arable lands of 
dekhkan farm “Mustafo”, instead of seized land according to the Decision of the 
Khukumat of Republic of Tajikistan dated April 1, 2017 under No. 173 (attachment in 1 
page) to allocate from the arable lands as an equivalent land from the  special reserve 
lands of the district in the area of 1.20 ha under No. 110 of using map of former K. 
Imomqulov K farm gave the agreement and have submitted to the Executive body of 
Pyanj district for dicision-making.  
 
 
 
 
 

Head of Namuna Jamoat:    S. Gulov 
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Annex 5. Order of the Chairmen of Pyanj district on allocation of land plots to AP. 
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Republic of Tajikistan, Khatlon Region 
Chairman of Pyanj district  

Dated May 25, 2017      No. 659. Pyanj district  

 

The application of the Head of dekhkan farm "Mustafo" Mr. MustafakulovImomidin 
"Regarding joining the plot land for lifelong use to dekhkan farm " Mustafo"from the 
special fund of the district land in exchange for land received from the farm on the basis 
of the decision of the Government of the Republic of Tajikistan dated April 1, 2017 
№173 the decision of the Republic of Tajikistan", proposal of Namuna jamoat dated 
May 19, 2017, No. 729 "Regarding the agreement", act of the district commission dated 
May 23, 2017" Regarding the transfer of land for joining to farm lands" and proposal of 
Land Management Committee of Pyanj reviewed on May 24, 2017 No. 1 / 05- 459, in 
accordance with the requirements of Articles 7, 26 and 66 of the Land Code of the 
Republic of Tajikistan and  with the requirements of Articles 19, 20 of the Constitutional 
Law of the Republic of Tajikistan “Regarding the local bodies of state authorities”.  

It was decided that:  

1. Allocate and join to the lands of for dekhkan farm "Mustafa" for lifetime use, the 
land in the area of land 1.20 ha i.e. arable land in the area of 1,20 ha from the 
lands of the district special fund, which is under No. 110 which is shown on the 
map of former dekhkan farm K .Imomkulovnin Saroikamar village of Namunan 
Jamoat. 

2. The balance of the land of dekhkann farm Mustafo in the area of 7.09 ha, 
including: arable land 7,00ha and the lands under the water 0.09 ha with 
fourteen shareholders. 

3. Land Management Committee and the State Subsidiary Enterprise “On 
registration of immovable property" of the district have executed the land works 
in the local district, and made changes in the balance on the lands of dekhkan 
farm "Mustafo” and provide the farm with a certificate of land use rights. 

4. The Namuna Jamoat will be obliged to add the dekhan farm 'Mustafo' with the 
made changes and additions to the registration book of the farm. 

5. The monitoring of implementation of the present resolution assigned to the First 
Deputy Chairman of the district Asomiddinzoda Sh. 
 
 

 
Chairman of Pyanj district:   M. Saifuddinzoda 
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Annex 6. Certificate on land use right. 
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Republic of Tajikistan 
State subsidiary registration enterprise of real estate in Pyanj district 
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Certificate on land use right 

Category 2 No. 0064891 

Date of issuing the document: June 2, 2017 

The basis for creation of the right the decision of the Chairman of Pyanj district  dated 
May 25, 2017 No. 659. 

Right subject Dekhkan farm “Mustafo” 

Type of right for lifetime use 

The right object dekhkan farm, area – 7.09 

Saroikamar village of NamunaJamoat in Pyanjditrict 

Right limitation 
_____________________________________________________________________
___ 

Land plot      shared 

 

Cadastral number of real estate object: 

44-006-001994 

44-006-001995 

Certificate on land use right without the alienation right 

This certificate registered under No. 300. 

Registration specialist:  Davlatov Tohirjon 
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PLAN 

Land plot Dekhkan farm “Mustafo”  

Sc. M1:5000 

                                   Coordinates table of corners turning points 

No. x y 

1   

2   

3   

4   

5   

6   

7   

 

P-1 

Description of the borders: 

From A to B  - with the lands of dekhkan farm “Mustafo” 

From B to C  - with the lands of IBDZ and district water (c. Kelyanchi)  

From C to D  - with the lands of dekhkan farm “Bolta” 

From D to A - with the lands of Namuna jamoat (water drainage)  

  P-2 

From A to B  - with the lands water supply construction 

From B to C  - with the lands of Namuna jamoat (settlement)  

From C to D  - with the lands of dekhkan farm “Bolta” 

From D to A - with the lands of Namuna jamoat (water drainage)  

Land management Engineer:    Akhunov Ahmad 

Registration specialist:   Davlatov Tohirjon 
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Annex 7. Written confirmation of receipt of the payment and copy of passports from 
AP.   
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Payment  Voucher
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Passport copy of the DP 
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   Annex 8. Act of Appraisal Commission.    
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Act 

On the basis of the Decision of the Republic of Tajikistan dated April 1, 2017 No. 
compensation of income loss from damaged crops harvested by dekhkan farm 

“Mustafo” Jamoat Namuna of Pyanj district.  

May 25, 2017          
    Pyanj district 

We are the following signatories in composition of Odinaev Sherali – Head of 
agricultural department under the State Executive Body of the district, Mirzoev Zinatullo 
– Head of statistic department of the district, Sharipov Sainuriddin – Head of Land 
Management Department of the district, Gulov Safarali – Head of Namuna Jamoat, 
Mustafokulov Imomiddin- head of dekhkan farm Mustafo and Director of Water Supply 
Organization of the district – Aslamov Asomiddin have review this act on compensation 
of income loss from damaged crops harvested by dekhkan farm “Mustafo”, which is 
allocated for implementation of the project “Building climate resilience in Pyanj river 
basin, Construction and rehabilitation of water supply systems in Kommunism village of 
Namuna Jamoat” and prepared the following table:  

 

N
o. 

Name of 
farm 

Tot
al 
lan
d 
(ha) 

Alloca
ted 
land  

% of 
allocate
d land 

Name 
of 
Crop 

Productiv
ity from 1 
ha  
(Centner
) 

Q-ty 
of 
lost 
crop 
(ton) 

Cost 
of 1 
kg 
produ
ct 

Considere
d 
compensa
tion 
(somoni) 

1 D/F 
“Mustafo” 
Mustafokul
ov 
Imomiddin 

7.1
1 

1.2 16.8 Cotton 21.0 3.3 4.0 13200 

          

 
 
Odinaev Sh 

Mirzoev Z 

Gulov S 

Mustafokulov I 

Aslamov A 
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SCHEME 

Of one part of the land used by the former I. Imomkulov farm with indication of the 
lands for joining of land plot to the lands of dekhkan farm “Mustafo” from the lands of 
special fund of the district located in Saroikamar village of Namuna jamoat of Pyanj 

district.  

(State registration of the land in 1998)  

 

Scale: 1:10000        Total area – 1.20 
ha  

No. 110       including: joined lands – 1.20 ha 

 

 

 

 

LEGENDS; 

Joining land  

Arable land  

 

 

 

1. Asomiddinzoda Sh.  - First deputy of district chairman  
2. Gulov S   - Chairman of Namuna jamoat 
3. Sharipov S  - Chairman of land management committee  
4. Sharipov I   - Director of KDF “BMMG” of the district  
5. Begov M  - Chief specialist of land management committee  
6. Khojaev M   - Land management Engineer in Namuna jamoat 
7. Akhunov A  - Specialist of KDF “BMMG” of the district 
8. Mustafokulov I   - Head of dekhkan farm “Mustafo”  
9. Allayorov M  - Head of dekhkan farm “Bolta”  
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Annex 10. Photos of compliance report preparation.                         
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